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[U2,OO2] FIFTY TWO QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE CHOOSING YOUR
EXECUTOR AND TRUSTEE

By Edward S. Schlesinger, Attorney (New York).

Serving as an executor or trustee is p~ither an bonor, nor a game for beginners to play. Acting as
executor or trustee J"e.qwres tecbnical skills» experience, and an ability to deal with the .family
members involved. Nevertheless, clients often choose an executor and trustee without fairly eval-
uating the needs of the estate or trust against the named fiduciary's abilities to meet those needs.

An executor's responsibilities differ from those of a trustee. In all but the most complicated
estates» the executor»s duties should be completed within three or four years after death. The
trustee»s responsibilities continue as long as the trust lasts-perhaps until the surviving spouse dies
and the children reach a pre-determined age. Both executors and trustees need to have skills to
invest the assets for which they are responsible» as well as skills in other financial areas. Even with
the recent estate tax law changes» relieving many estates of responsibility for federal estate tax» all
but the smallest estates n~ income tax planning.

Executor's responsibilities. Theoretically» the executor should know at least as much about
. the assets as the estate owner does. The executor is responsible for collecting all of those assets»
paying all of the obligations» and distributing the assets either outright to the beneficiaries» or to the
trustee for further managem'ent. This many involve selling a business; liquidating speculative
investments» and, disposing ,of other 'valuable property. Lawsuits pending at death must be, con-
tinued or terminated. Funds must be made availaple for the family's immediate living expenses.
-Proble$ involving the estate owner's federal and' state income and gift tax liability must be
resolved. The executor must determine whether the total of the value of the estate and the estate
owner's adjusted taxable gifts requires filing federal and state death tax returns. ITreturns are filed,
the executor must make many informed decisions and elections.

_ Trustee's responsibilities. The trustee»s responsibilities are no less demanding than the_
executor's. The trustee must develop an investme~t prDgraJ;Jlthat will permit the surviving family

. - . members to continue living as well-as they can_within the provisions of the governing will or trust
- agreement. Except in the-most rigid type of trust, which reciuires. distributing the income and

prohibits invading principal, discretjon must be exercised. The trustee may have to decide such - -

"imponderable ~ questions as:
. How much money should the surviving spouse receive to live on?
. How much money should be spent for educating the minor children?
. How much money, if any, should be distributed to the surviving spouse to start a new

business?
. How much money should be spent for the surviving spouse's care in a nursing home?
None of these or any other questions a trustee must resolve has a fixed answer. Each of them

depends on the amounts of money available, the personalities involved, the other people for whom
assets must be made available, and the estate owner's wishes.

The decision of who should be named as executor and trustee has no one answer either.
Among other things, it depends on the size and complexity of the estate, the terms of the will or trust
agreement, and above all, on the desires of the estate owner and family. The surviving spouse may
be ~ fine choice as executor in a modest estate, which is left outright to the surviving spouse. But
even this generalization fails if the spouse is 82 years old and bordering on senility. Then, the estate
should probably not go outright to the surviving spouse, regar-dless of its size. Similarly, if a
relatively simple estate is being left outright to adult children. because there is no survivIng spouse,
it may be appropriate to name one or more of the children to handle it. It may not be appropriate to
do this if the children are inexperienced or are antagonistic to one another. In such cases, it may be
necessary to pick someone outside the family to act as executor.
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ICorporate ftduciaries. As complexities develop in either the estate's assets or the plan for
disposing of theJD, the need for a more complicated selection of executors and trustees becomes
apparent. It may be appropriate to consider naming It bank or trust company as at least one of the
executors and trustees-perhaps with one or more family members or other trusted individuals. A
corporate fiduciary is in the business of handling its customers' estates and trusts. A well chosen
corporate fiduciary should be able to to make a meaningful contribution to the satisfactory admin-
istration of an estate or trust. It should be able to justify the fees it will charge by the results it
produces.

Estate owners who are not familiar with corporate fiduciaries may be reluctant to involve
them in administering their estates or trusts because of a lack of experience with how a corporate
fiduciary works. Despite the apparent monolithic structure of a large corporate fiduciary, each of
them is staffed with people...These people are employed to handle the affairs of the estates and trusts
for which the corporate trustee is acting. As in any other corporation, these people's actions are
constantly monitored by their supervisors. But the fact that these people are engaged in the full
time administration of estates and trusts gives some assurance that they are at least as competent
as other people who don't devote their full time and attention to estate a~d trust administration.
Moreover, because they are dealing with these problems on a daily basis, they are usually in a
position to make informed judgments on the human problems as well as technical problems.

. Review process. Befo!:,.ean estate owner makes the f!.~aLdecisionwhether to name a corpo-
rate fiduciary as at leasfODe of the executors ana trustees, he or she should review the following
suminaryof-the possible advantages.ofnaming a corporate fiduciary. Not all of the questions asked
in this checklist apply to any given estate owner; some must. The corporate fiduciary's perpetual
existence and other attributes permit answering "yes" to the first eleven questions in this checklist.
A "no" answer to these questions is required for any individual fiduciary. The next thirty-nine
questions that are answered "yes" for corporate fiduciaries mayor may not be answered "yes" for an
individual fiduciary. The answer depends on the individual being considered, therefore, a "maybe"
answer is provided to thenr.-The last two questions are disadvantages of a corporate fiduciary,_one of
which may .!lot-be, and on~ of whic.h will not be, a disadvantage for an individual.
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CHECKLIST

Corporate
Fiduciary

Individual
Fiduciary

1. Willsomeone always be available to act for my
estate or trust, regardless of business commitments,
vacation, or illness?

2. Can the administration of my estate or trust
continue without interruption when the person
administering it dies or becomes disabled?

3. Will the expenses of an accounting be avoided
when the person administering my estate or trust dies
or becomes disabled?

4. Can the person administering my estate or -trust
be changed without court proceedings if a personality
conflict arises With my beneficiaries?

5. Is my estate or trust protected against
embezzlement by the- person administering it?

6. Are the decisions of the person administering my
estate or trust subject to review without going to court?

7. Can my beneficiaries be assured that my
fiduciary will remain in the same area where currently
located?

8. Are my fiduciary's acts in administering my
estate and trust subject to periodic examination by state o.!'
federal ba,nkexaminers? .

- 9..Is my fiduciary always avaTIable t6-be sued for
any Wrongful act in administering my estate or-tI:Ust?

10. Does my fiduciary have an internal audit s~ ~
review the acts of the person administering "myestate
or trust?

11. Can my estate or trust assets be invested in
common trust funds at no additional charge?

12. Does my fiduciary have the experience needed to
invest and reinvest the assets that will belong to my
estate or trust?

13. Will my fiduciary understand the need to
diversify investments and the other rules that the law
imposes to protect my beneficiaries?

14. Is my fiduciary experienced in collecting debts
owed to me, my estate, and trust?

15. Does my fiduciary have experience in evaluating
claims that may be asserted against me, my estate, or
trust?

16. Has my fiduciary the necessary experience to
dispose of my valuable works of art and other
collections?

17. Does my fiduciary have the experience required
to manage and dispose of my real estate holdings? -
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insurance proceeds and my pension and profit sharing
plan benefits?

19. Has my fiduciary the capability to evaluate
whether my tax shelter investments should be retained
or disposed of?

20. Can my fiduciary properly manage and dispose
of my closely held business interests?

21. Is my fiduciary experienced in disposing of my
large holdings of marketable securities? .

22. Does my fiduciary have the capability to invest
all cash receipts the same day they are received?

23. Can my fiduciary maintain computerized records
of all assets, income, and disbursements of my estate
and trust?

24. Is my fiduciary organized to provide my
beneficiaries with. regular statements of the receipts,

- disbursementS, and assets of my estate and trust?
25. Will my fiduciary fumish physical securitY for

my estate and trust assets without additional charge?
26. Does my fiduciary provide investment,

accounting, and tax services without additional charge?
27. Will my fiduciary save money for my estate or

trust by negotiating brokerage commissions on sales
and purchase of securitiesl _ -

28. Is-my fiduciary aware of the numerous tax .. -

elections that are available to minimize income and
.estate taxes payable by my estate and -trust?

29. Can I expect that the person administering my.
estate or trust will stay c~ent with tne continuing
changes in the tax laws that will affect my estate and
trust?

30. Will my fiduciary serve on a professional basis,
instead of as a personal favor or matter of
accommodation?

31. Does the person administering my estate or trust
spend full time in estate and trust administration?

32. Is my fiduciary familiar with the formalities
required to administer my estate or trust, and likely to
avoid questionable or dangerous acts?

33. Will my fiduciary's lack of personal involvement
and reputation for integrity assist in handling tax
audits of my estate and trust?

34. Is my fiduciary's experience in preparing tax
returns for my estate and trust likely to avoid the
imposition of penalties?

'>0. W"111my nuut.:1iuy uU~erve Lne SUICL pronlDUlOns
against buying assets from, and selling assets to, my
estate and trust? .
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Corporate Individual
Fiduciary Fiduciary

36. Can the decisions of the person administering
my estate and trust be based on the collective
judgment of other experienced people? Yes Maybe

37. Does my fiduciary have enough personnel to
assign to handle the affairs of my estate and trust? Yes Maybe

38. Are my fiduciary's own assets sufficient to meet
any liability imposed on it for breach of trust? Yes Maybe

39. Does my fiduciary have sufficient assets to be
able to advance funds to my beneficiaries before
probate? Yes Maybe

40. Will my fiduciary's mandatory retirement policy
protect my beneficiaries against the possible senility of
th person administering my estate or trust? Yes Maybe

41. Can I give my fiduciary broad discretion to
distribute the assets of my estate or trust without
creating potential adverse tax consequences for my.
beneficiaries? - - Yes . Maybe

42. Is my fiduciary unrelated to all of my
beneficiaries, and presumably impartial in deciding
among their interests? Yes Maybe

43. Are my fiduciary's exercises of discretion likely
to be free from personal bias, because none of my
estate or trust assets will ever be distributable to my
fiduciary? . Yes Maybe

«: Will my fiducIary's continued existence allQw
_ other- mem1>ersof my faII).ilyto select my.fiduciary 00- "_

"handle .their estates and trusts, o that family fin-ancial - - ":- -
matters can be consolidated and coordinated? Yes - "_ " Maybe

45; Can the affairs of my"estate and trust continue
to be handled without interruption, despite the death
or disability of my fiduciary's attorney? Yes Maybe

46. Does my fiduciary's past experience in
administering estates and trusts relieve my attorney of
routine adminstrative duties? Yes Maybe

47. Can my fiduciary be expected to retain my
personal attorney to represent my fiduciary in
administering my estate and trust? Yes Maybe

48. Is the court reviewing my fiduciary's acts going
to hold it to the highest standard of care? Yes Maybe

49. Does my fiduciary understand the responsi-
bilities that the specialized body of trust and estate law
imposes to protect my beneficiaries? Yes Maybe

50. Is it likely that my fiduciary has previously dealt
with situations similar to those concerning my estate
and trust? Yes Maybe

51. Will my fiduciary serve without receiving the
commissions permitted by law? No Maybe

52. Can the identity of the person who will
administer my estate and trust be determined when I
choose my fiduciary? No Yes
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